BD-590

Pediatric Scale

Tanita’s patented load cell technology guarantees incredible sensitivity

All-in-one design, no moving parts

Battery powered for portability while saving space

Includes a convenient recall feature to review prior weight

Motion stop technology captures the weight of a moving infant
**BD-590**

**Pediatric Scale**

The BD-590 Pediatric scale is designed as an all-in-one unit with no moving parts, making it a breeze to clean. Tanita’s patented load cell technology guarantees incredible sensitivity for your smallest patients. The BD-590 is lightweight, yet durable enough for the health care professional on the move. An easy to read 1.4” LCD makes this infant scale perfect for quick and accurate measurements. It also includes a self-adhesive measuring ruler to assess baby’s height at the same time. Recall feature allows you to see what the last measurement was.
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**Features:**
- Recall feature
- Easy-to-read
- Zero/tare function
- Lock-in weight (Motion stop)
- Auto power off function
- Oversized tip resistant tray
- Includes convenient ruler

**Optional Accessory:**
- C-110 Soft Carrying Case

**Specifications:**
- **Max. Weight Capacity:** 40 lb (20 kg)
- **Weight Graduation:** 0.5oz (10 g)
- **Dimensions:** 15.4” x 22.8” x 3.6”
- **Display:** 1.4” x 2.9” single line LCD
- **Unit Weight:** 4.8 lb (2.2 kg)
- **Power Source:** 4 x AA batteries (included)
- **3 Year Warranty**
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**Optional Accessory**

**C-110 Carrying Case**

**This Scale is also Available in kg-Only Mode**